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1 Main Research Themes
Virtual Interactive Behavior (VIB) is a SAIBA compliant
platform which supports the creation of socio-emotional
ECAs. It takes as input utterances augmented with com-
municative functions and emotional states specified in
FML-APML (Carolis et al., 2004). The ECA spoken ut-
terances are enriched by nonverbal behaviors NVB (gaze,
facial expression, gesture). The choice of NVB can be
modulated by the definition of the dynamicline that is as-
sociated to each ECA (Mancini and Pelachaud, 2008).
The dynamicline specifies the preferred modalities and
the expressive parameters of each modality (Huang and
Pelachaud, 2012). These parameters act on the quality of
execution of a behavior such as its speed and acceleration,
its fluidity and amplitude.

VIB allows the agent to be an active interactant
(speaker or listener). The ECA can decide which social
attitudes to display towards its conversation partners (Pe-
cune, 2013). These social attitudes can be shown by the
choice of its intentions (Callejas et al., 2014), the type
of the ECAs reactions (e.g. exhibit a polite or amused
smile (Ochs and Pelachaud, 2013)) and its capacity to
be temporally aligned (Prepin et al., 2013). For exam-
ple, an interpersonal attitude can be chosen at intentional
level and the supporting utterances (Chollet et al., 2014)
and multimodal behaviors (Ravenet et al., 2013) are pro-
duced. While most of the behavior models integrated
within VIB are procedural, Ding has used machine learn-
ing techniques to drive the multimodal behaviors of the
agent when saying emotional speech (Ding et al., 2013)
and laughing (Ding et al., 2014).

We are currently working on endowing the agent with
the capacity to show its engagement during the interac-
tion by choosing its conversation topics (Glas in (Ochs
et al., 2013)) and by making use of hetero-repetition, on
expanding the expressivity model by analysing a large
database of motion capture data of expressive multimodal
behaviors (Fourati and Pelachaud, 2014), and on model-
ing group behavior during conversations.

2 Current Architectures and Standards
VIB has a modular and extensible architecture. Each
module represents an ECA’s functionality, therefore one

ECA is defined by a particular set of modules as de-
picted with three examples in Fig. 1. Different formats
are adopted to describe the actions that an ECA can per-
form, these formats represent information ranging from
the cognitive level (eg. communicative intentions) to the
physical level (eg. skeleton animations). These informa-
tion are exchanged in the form of events and represent
the input and output of the modules. Each module in VIB
automatically processes the received events.

We developed a graphical user interface (GUI) that al-
lows a user to design, instantiate and connect the mod-
ules (e.g. FML/BML reader, behavior planner, 3D engine
player, gesture editor, etc.).

Figure 1: Three example architectures created in VIB

Core Modules These modules include a SAIBA com-
pliant Behavior Planner and Realizer that work with our
own FML-APML specification and extended BML file
formats respectively. The Behavior Realizer outputs are
keyframes performers used to compute the real-time ani-
mation of the agent’s body and face. An external player
(i.e. 3D engine) can be plugged into the system. This
supports the rendering of the 3D environment with differ-
ent engines (e.g. Ogre3D or Unity3D). Different agents
or users can be represented in VIB and share the same
player, therefore the same 3D environment.

Other Modules The libraries of movements used are
not fixed and may be updated continuously. For this pur-
pose, “editors” modules can be used to define the facial
expressions by action units (AU) (Ekman and Friesen,
1978), the gestures (Kendon, 2004; McNeill, 1992), the
mapping between AU and FAP (MPEG-4, 2014), the



shape of hands, etc. Network communications modules
have been developed to interface with external software
or to exchange events between different instances of the
platform over several machines. Currently, different APIs
are used such as ActiveMQ and Thrift. A Neural Network
module provides an opportunity for the user to create neu-
rons and connect them via a specific GUI. It can be used
to create real-time expressions by motor resonance.

3 Future Architectures and Standards for
IVAs

User Behavior Perception Many ECA systems at-
tempted to recognize user behavior during the interac-
tion (e.g. the SEMAINE project (Bevacqua et al., 2012)).
There exist commercial and academic software for be-
havior recognition (e.g. head tracking with OpenCV) and
mental states (e.g. emotion recognition with SHORE).
However, these are often heterogeneous and require ad-
hoc development of interfaces for integration into ECA
systems. We advocate for a standard representation of the
ouptut provided by these applications. The Perception
Markup Language (PML) (Scherer et al., 2012), repre-
sents a first attempt. However, in addition to the certainty
value and the sensory layer, PML redefines behavioral
and functional levels (i.e. behavior and function layers),
which could simply reuse the BML and FML specifica-
tions.

Multi-party and Multi-floor Interaction In face-to-
face communication a person might be engaged in more
than one conversation at the same time with different
roles. For example, someone could listen to a talk and
speak to the person seated next by. This moves from
dyadic settings towards more complex multi-party sce-
narios that should be represented both at functional (i.e.
FML) and behavioral (i.e. BML) levels. An FML speci-
fication addressing this aspect has been proposed by (Ca-
faro et al., 2014) but it has not been adopted yet by any
ECA system. We also think that representing more com-
plex configurations at functional level and not only with
BML may be important to affect the subsequent produced
multimodal behavior. A few examples are 1-to-many
(e.g. describing a public speech) and many-to-many (two
groups interacting as a whole with each other).

Transforming from FML to BML in SAIBA SAIBA
currently does not specify how FML should be trans-
formed into BML. We believe that this aspect cannot be
left aside of the framework with individual researchers
providing their “home made” solutions, as this may crit-
ically impact the flexibility of integration into other sys-
tems. Previous ECA systems have mainly adopted two
strategies to solve this problem that are broadly catego-
rized as data-driven or procedural approaches (cf. in-

troduction of Chapter 6 in (Cafaro, 2014) for a review). In
general, our vision is that SAIBA should not only provide
standardized interface languages but also techniques and
modules that enable to properly transfer between SAIBA
components the information represented by these inter-
face languages.

4 Suggestions for Discussion

Raw Perception vs. Attention We emphasized the im-
portance of separating low level user’s behavior recogni-
tion and its interpretation. An interesting aspect is also
the distinction between raw environment perception and
the actual information processed by an ECA depending
on its attention level. In (Balint and Allbeck, 2013),
agents’ perceptions are limited by their senses (i.e. solely
within their field of view). However, the agent’s attention
level might filter out some raw information. In a crowded
scene, for example, an ECA in face-to-face interaction
might exclude some auditory or visual raw perceptions
(e.g. other agents walking by) since its attention is fo-
cused on the interactant, but another agent or an object
(e.g. a car moving fast close by) might trigger an atten-
tion shift. We suggest a discussion on how to separate raw
perception and attention with emphasis on how to model
attention level.

Dealing with Reactive Behaviors Reactive behaviors
are part of the interaction. For instance, an agent might
bend over to avoid a ball coming to him, or scream af-
ter seeing a spider landing on its shoulder. According to
(Scherer, 2001), a quicker response is needed for those
behavior, may be bypassing the functional planning part
of the SAIBA pipeline. The question is whether these
low-level quick reactions would fit in SAIBA or should
be modeled externally. (Bevacqua et al., 2008) attempted
to model this aspect, but on behavioral level (e.g. BML).
Our question is what happens at the functional level? If
an immediate reaction is required, should the pending in-
tention be canceled, or re-scheduled to be accomplished
later?

From BML to Animation Similarly to transforming
FML to BML, transforming planned BML into low level
parameters ready to be executed as animations by BML
Realizer might be problematic. Currently there is no
guarantee that playing the same BML block on two dif-
ferent realizers will lead to the same result. Is there a way
for designers to be assured that the behaviors they are
creating will be played the same way, whatever the agent
could be? One solution to address this problem might
be to set an additional standardization layer between the
Planner and the Realizer components in SAIBA which
could provide lower level information (e.g. joint rotations
or animation parameters).
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